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				                Cromos Pharma: International CRO

                
                  Vast US capabilities combined with an in-depth regional expertise in Central and Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Türkiye.                

                  
                  Vast US capabilities combined with an in-depth regional expertise in Central and Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Türkiye.                
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                  A unique risk-sharing program
 If we don’t recruit – 
Sponsor doesn’t pay.                
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				                Free Multicountry Feasibility Report

                
                  We invite you to take advantage of Cromos Pharma’s Free Multicountry Feasibility Report for your clinical trials.                
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                  Kidney disease affects millions globally, making it a significant health challenge.                
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				                Clinical research focus. 26th edition

                
                  Clinical Research Focus featuring topical articles of interest to the clinical trial community.                

                  
                  Clinical Research Focus featuring topical articles of interest to the clinical trial community.                
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                  Exploring Clinical Trial Opportunities: Hungary is recognized for its advanced regulatory framework and state-of-the-art healthcare infrastructure.                
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            why cromos pharma

            
              Cromos Pharma is a US based international contract research organization (CRO) delivering integrated clinical research solutions that accelerate drug development.             
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                        clinical trials conducted in 70+ indications
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                        patients enrolled across 3,500 trial sites
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                        operating countries with in-depth local expertise 
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                Patient recruitment

                
                    Patient recruitment

	Promotional and educational materials
	DTC outreach
	Investigator’s materials
	Booster visits
	Referral sites
	Commitment to patients
	Patient’s materials


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                Clinical Research Services

                
                    Clinical Research Services

	Capability and Feasibility Assessment
	Project Management
	Monitoring Services


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                Regulatory
 Services

                
                    Regulatory Services

	Compilation of initial documents for RA and ECs/IRBs
	Review of IC documentation
	Obtaining of trial subjects’ insurance
	Secure import/export licenses
	Regional regulatory consultation
	Regulatory strategy and clinical development planning
	Submissions to Regulatory Agencies


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                EU legal representation

                
                    EU legal representation

	Your clinical gateway to Europe
	Legal representation in EU/EEA
	QP Statement obtainment
	Cost-effective and time-saving services


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                Medical 
Writing

                
                    Medical Writing

	Study concepts and outlines
	Clinical study protocols and amendments
	SAP for inclusion into protocol
	Investigator Brochures
	Investigational Medicinal Product Dossiers
	Patient Informed Consent Forms
	Clinical Study Reports
	Executive summaries for efficacy or safety, ISS, ISE
	Reviews of clinical and nonclinical data
	Patient narratives, SAE narratives
	Abstracts, posters, and journal articles


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                Biostatistics 
and data 
management

                
                    Data Management

	CRF development/validation
	Customized database design/validation
	Data entry screen design/validation
	Double data entry
	Programming under SAS
	Data validation
	Data listings
	Convenient data format for the client
	Data transfers
	Data coding


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                CTM
 Logitics

                
                    CTM Logitics

	Full Scope of Clinical Trial Logistics Services
	Controlled access to storage areas
	24/7 receipt of IMP and CTM
	Patented warehouse database program
	General liability and property insurances
	Compliance with ISO 9001:2015 & GDP


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                PV 
Support

                
                    PV Support

	Therapeutic, technical, and operational excellence
	Tailored and cost-effective safety solutions
	Flexible outsourcing of safety functions
	A team of QPPVs for registered products in EU
	Updated country-specific regulatory requirements
	Robust quality system
	Pharmacovigilance consultancy


                

              
                                      
                
                  
                
  
                Independent 
Audits

                
                    Independent Audits

	Clinical site GCP audits
	Documentary Trial Master File audits
	System Vendor Audits
	Regulatory Inspection and Sponsor’s audit readiness check


                

              
                        
      
        

    


    
      
         
          
            No patients 
            No payment 
          
        

        
            
                We are the only CRO that offers a unique risk sharing program, “No Patients – No Payment”, which means that when we don’t recruit, you don’t pay.

                Learn more
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                                Saint Patrick’s Day 2024

                                15 Mar 2024
                                
                                    The revered holiday of St. Patrick’s Day is nearly upon us, and with its arrival, we take this moment to extend our heartfelt congratulations and best wishes to all our valued clients and partners. This special day embodies the legendary luck of the Irish, a cherished sentiment we are delighted to share with you, our esteemed business family. As the celebration draws near, we hope for you a day filled with joy, surrounded by those dear to you, all amidst the sea of festive green. May...                                
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                                Cromos Pharma’s new Country Head for Poland

                                07 Mar 2024
                                
                                    Cromos Pharma is delighted to announce the appointment of Agnieszka Milewska-Kranc as the new Country Head for Poland. Agnieszka Milewska-Kranc, eMBA, is a seasoned professional with over 18 years of experience in Clinical Operations. Her distinguished career includes leadership roles such as Country Head of the Clinical Department at Novo Nordisk Pharma Sp.z o.o., overseeing Global Project Management in both small and large CROs, and managing Clinical & Regulatory Affairs in start-up...                                
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                                Happy Valentine’s Day!

                                14 Feb 2024
                                
                                    💖 On this special day 💖, let us take a moment to reflect on the love we share and the love that surrounds us. May your hearts be filled with the warmth of affection, and may you find joy in the bonds you’ve built with others. Wishing you all a Valentine’s Day filled with love, laughter, and cherished moments...                                
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                                Cromos Pharma’s Team at SCOPE 2024

                                14 Feb 2024
                                
                                    Cromos Pharma’s Team participated in the SCOPE conference, engaging in meaningful interactions with partners and clients. It was an event filled with productive discussions and networking opportunities. We explored new avenues for collaboration and shared insights on industry...                                
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                                Happy Lunar New Year of the Dragon!

                                09 Feb 2024
                                
                                    Wishing you a prosperous and joyous year ahead filled with success and happiness. May this new lunar cycle bring new beginnings and opportunities for...                                
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                                Cromos Pharma’s new Country Head for Türkiye

                                18 Jan 2024
                                
                                    Cromos Pharma is delighted to introduce Seniz Sagol as our new Country Head for Türkiye. Seniz Sagol Tuysuz brings over 22 years of expertise in Clinical Operations, with a comprehensive background in Global Project Management, Country Management, and Line Management across diverse functions. A pharmacist by education, Seniz has held pivotal roles such as Head of Global Project Management, Head of Study Start-up, and Head of Clinical Operations in both global and regional CROs. Her extensive...                                
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                                Meet Cromos Pharma at the Texas BioLife Summit 2024

                                01 Feb 2024
                                
                                    We are pleased to announce that Cromos Pharma’s CEO Vlad Bogin, MD, FACP is participating in the Texas BioLife Summit 2024, which is set to take place February 21, 2024 in Dallas, TX. Dr. Bogin will serve as a speaker in the panel discussion titled “Clinical trial development”. The discussion will delve into strategies for selecting optimal trial designs, creating comprehensive clinical trial protocols, and the processes involved in vendor and venue selection. Take this...                                
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                                Meet Cromos Pharma at the SCOPE SUMMIT 2024

                                11 Jan 2024
                                
                                    We are pleased to inform you that Stephanie Finnegan, Chief Operating Officer at Cromos Pharma, and Nicole Brenna, our Director of US Business Development, will be participating in the SCOPE SUMMIT 2024, scheduled from February 11 to 14, 2024, in Orlando, FL. Stephanie and Nicole are enthusiastic about engaging with potential partners and clients to understand their clinical development initiatives better. To schedule a meeting and explore discussions regarding your upcoming clinical trials...                                
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                                Meet Cromos Pharma at 42nd Annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference

                                15 Dec 2023
                                
                                    We are pleased to announce that Cromos Pharma is once again participating in the JP Morgan Healthcare Conference scheduled for January 8-11, 2024, in San Francisco. Take this opportunity to schedule a meeting with Vlad Bogin, MD, FACP, the CEO of Cromos Pharma, during the event. This is a great chance to discuss your upcoming clinical research plans and learn about the benefits of partnering with us. To arrange a meeting time, please email inquiry@cromospharma.com. Contact us to arrange a...                                
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                                Meet Vlad Bogin at ASH 2023

                                04 Dec 2023
                                
                                    We are delighted to announce the participation of Dr. Vlad Bogin, MD, FACP, Chief Executive Officer at Cromos Pharma, in the upcoming The 65th ASH Annual Meeting and Exposition. The event is scheduled to take place December 9-12, 2023, in San Diego, California. Dr. Bogin looks forward to engaging with prospective partners and clients to delve into conversations about clinical research. Contact us to arrange a...                                
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                                Meet Vlad Bogin at ASH 2023

                                20 Nov 2023
                                
                                    Dr. Vlad Bogin, MD, FACP, Chief Executive Officer of Cromos Pharma, looks forward to engaging with prospective partners and clients to delve into conversations about clinical...                                
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                                Meet Vlad Bogin at CPHI Barcelona 2023

                                19 Oct 2023
                                
                                    Join us for an unforgettable experience in Barcelona, Spain, on October 24-26, at CPHI 2023! Dr. Vlad Bogin, MD, FACP, Cromos Pharma’s CEO, is eager to connect with potential partners and clients to discuss your clinical development initiatives. Reach out to us at inquiry@cromospharma.com to schedule a meeting. Don’t miss CPHI 2023 in Barcelona – mark your calendar...                                
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                                Exploring Clinical Trial Opportunities: Hungary’s 2024 Country Profile

                                19 Mar 2024
                                
                                    Hungary is recognized for its advanced regulatory framework and state-of-the-art healthcare infrastructure, attracting pharmaceutical companies and clinical research organizations (CROs) to carry out their clinical trials there. The country’s clinical trial approval process is efficient and streamlined, in line with European Union standards, which substantially shortens the time needed to initiate new trials. As a result, Hungary is currently hosting 1049 clinical trials. The regulation of...                                
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                                World Kidney Day 2024

                                14 Mar 2024
                                
                                    World Kidney Day is an  annual global event on the second Thursday of March, focusing on raising awareness about kidney health and the impact of kidney diseases on individual well-being. Since its inception in 2006, it has evolved into a significant global health movement, spotlighting the substantial global health impact of kidney disease, a leading cause of global illness and death. How Common is Kidney Disease? Kidney disease affects millions globally, making it a significant health...                                
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                                Clinical Research Focus. 26th Edition

                                05 Mar 2024
                                
                                    Navigating the Future of Gene Therapy In January 2024, the FDA issued a guidance document, outlining critical considerations in the clinical development of CRISPR/CAS9 drug candidates. This guidance addresses the nuanced challenges associated with the development of human gene-edited (GE) products, placing particular emphasis on mitigating risks linked to both the gene therapy product itself and the gene editing process. Please follow the link to learn more. EMA Recommends Approval of...                                
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                                Celebrating Rare Disease Day 2024

                                29 Feb 2024
                                
                                    Today, on Rare Disease Day, we emphasize the importance of bringing attention to conditions that, though rare, affect millions around the world. A striking total of over 440 million people globally face these diseases, underlining the critical need for increased advocacy and decisive action. Currently, the world benefits from the availability of over 500 drugs targeting rare diseases, with a significant portion, over 45%, being biologics. This points to a growing trend among biotech firms to...                                
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                                Clinical Research Focus. 25th Edition

                                08 Feb 2024
                                
                                    J.P. Morgan’s Healthcare Conference: A Glimpse into the Optimistic Pulse of 2024 The biopharmaceutical industry, emerged from 2023’s continued downturn in finance deals and mergers and acquisitions (M&A) and showcased resilience and determination at the 2024 J.P. Morgan Conference. Notable M&A deals were heralded, signifying if not a recovery, at least a beacon of hope for the industry. Please follow the link to learn more. Türkiye’s Emerging Role in Clinical Research...                                
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                                Navigating the Future of Gene Therapy

                                06 Feb 2024
                                
                                    In January 2024, the FDA issued a guidance document, outlining critical considerations in the clinical development of CRISPR/CAS9 drug candidates. This guidance addresses the nuanced challenges associated with the development of human gene-edited (GE) products, placing particular emphasis on mitigating risks linked to both the gene therapy product itself and the gene editing process. Key Considerations Outlined in the Guidance: Study Population: Tailoring the study population based on the...                                
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                                The Invaluable Role of Explainer Videos
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                                Health Awareness Journey with Cromos Pharma | New Year 2024
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                                Vlad Bogin will chair the 18th Biopharma Clinical Trials Nexus
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                                Cromos Pharma’s Free Multicountry Feasibility Report
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                                The Czech Republic Country Profile
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              US HEADQUARTERS



  US Bancorp Tower, 111 S.W. Fifth Avenue, Suite 3150, 
Portland, Oregon, 97204, USA 

  Tel: +1 503 444 3463 

  inquiry@cromospharma.com



            

            
              EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS



  The Guinness Enterprise Centre, 

  Taylor’s Lane, Dublin 8, Ireland 

  Tel: +353 190 36 290 

  inquiry@cromospharma.com
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